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ABSTRACT
Recently, various kinds of biosensors have been developed, which can be
used by advertising researchers for their research to understand consumer
behavior and responses.
At the same time, most advertisers have become more sensitive to marketing
ROI, so they need to know real audience response to their advertising.
I compare several different biosensors, including Pupillometer, Eye tracking
system, EEG, and Multiple EEG, and I find the pros and cons of each for the
business purposes of advertising and marketing researchers.
Pupillometer and EEG are useful for quantitative analysis to measure ROI,
and Eye tracking and Multiple EEG are useful for qualitative analysis to
modify advertising by creative planners. I use data from several experiments
with these biosensors, and analyze these data quantitatively and
qualitatively.
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I. Introduction
1. Motivation
John Wanamaker, an American merchant who is considered by
many to be the father of modern advertising, famously said "Half
the money I spend on advertising is wasted; the trouble is I don't
know which half'.
This problem of determining which advertising effective is crucial
for every advertiser, marketing chief, and strategy planner. If
they could know which part of their advertising were the effective
and which were not, they could reduce their budgets dramatically.
The core of this need can be found in measuring true audience
response to advertising. Audience measurement technology offers
a key to determining the solution to the problem.
Over the past few decades, considerable numbers of studies have
been made which struggle with this problem of identifying
effective advertising. Advertisers have become more and more
sensitive to marketing ROI, and many advertising agencies have
developed a great variety of audience measurement tools.
Despite these efforts, measuring creative effectiveness still
remains the most difficult area. Effects of advertisements such as
TV commercials, radio ads, magazines ads, and web banner ads
etc. are considered unable to be measured with scientific methods.
Some powerful measurement tools have emerged, for example,
the MRI which can measure audience responses in the brain, but
the cost of MRI research is too expensive to be used for marketing
research.
Recently, some biosensors such as EEG, eye tracking system, and
pupil response measurement system have been improved by
becoming smaller and smaller, and the cost has also been
dropping each year. Many marketing and advertising researchers
have begun using these emerging technologies for audience
measurement.
I would like to test the usefulness of these technologies as
audience measurement tools. I have spent most of my career to
date as a marketing communication strategy planner at Dentsu,
the largest Japanese advertising agency. The main business area
of advertising industry is TV ads, where many creative directors
continue to work. My research motivation is to test the usefulness
and feasibility of emerging biosensoring technologies for
advertising and marketing research, especially for TV
commercial research market.
2. Overview
I analyzed several different types of biosensors, such as
Electronic Pupillometer, Eye Tracking, EEG
(Electroencephalogram), and Multiple EEG.
These tools are grouped into two types, visual stimulus
measurement tools, and audio and visual measurement tools.
Pupillometer and Eye Tracking belong to former group, and EEG
and Multiple EEG belong to the latter group.
I analyzed Pupillometer and EEG quantitatively, and Eye
Tracking and Multiple EEG qualitatively. For Pupillometer and
EEG, I applied a regression model to test the power of detection
of these tools for marketing factors in advertisements. To
measure effects of advertising, researchers need to detect the
effects of discrete marketing factors used in advertising such as
celebrity, product, price, catch copy, corporate logo, etc. If
advertising researcher is able to discover the effectiveness of
these factors, the researcher can gain essential information about
whether the advertising should be modified or not. Therefore, the
measurement tools used must have the power to detect the
effectiveness of these factors.
To test the power of detection, I applied regression models for
Pupillometer and EEG. I put the data of Pupillometer and EEG
as dependent variable, and other marketing factors as
explanatory variables. From these models, I was able to tell the
power of detection by the significance of each explanatory
variable. For example, if the celebrity shows high t Ratio, I was
able to reasonably postulate that the celebrity is effective in the
advertising.
On the other hand, I analyzed Eye Tracking and Multiple EEG
tools qualitatively. Eye Tracking is challenging because it cannot
be expressed quantitatively. It can show the areas that audiences
look at by dots on advertisement, and how much audiences focus
on areas of the advertising by the color of the dots. Eye Tracking
requires researchers to analyze the result by using the pictures of
the advertisements with these dots.
I also analyzed Multiple EEG qualitatively because the data is
expressed in picture of brain. Basically, EEG data is expressed
quantitatively, but Multiple EEG shows highly complex
reciprocation from each parts of brain. Data that is too
complicated is not useful for advertising development, because
most advertising directors need to receive simple and intuitive
results from advertising research. To be most useful for the point
of view of the practitioners, I choose qualitative analysis for
Multiple EEG.
Using the results of analysis, I compared these tools and
determined pros and cons of each method.
II. Pupil Response
Pupils respond to volume of light, and some research also deals with the
relation between pupil response and emotion change. One study says
that effortful cognitive processing was assessed with a direct measure of
change in pupil dilation (Allard,E.S. Wadlinger,H.A. Isaacowitz,D.M.
2010). Another research study mentions that the pupil's response during
affective picture viewing reflects emotional arousal associated with
increased sympathetic activity (BradleyM.M. Miccoli,L. Escrig,M.A.
Lang,P.J 2008). In addition, another study states that an emotion-
induced recognition bias was observed in pupil change (Vo,M.L. Jacobs,
A.M. Kuchinke, L. Hofmann, M. Conrad, M. Schacht, A. Hutzler, F. 2008).
From these research stidies, it can be postulated that since pupils
respond to visual objects which stimulate emotion change, so advertising
audiences' pupils must also respond to advertisements which stimulate
various factors in consumers' brains.
My research method on pupil response is as follows.
Research Period: September 24th to 27th 2009.
Number of Subjects: 32
Age Range: 20-59
1. Japan Railway (JR) EAST: Travel
Japan Railway is the largest public transportation company
in Japan. It runs a system of super express train called "Shinkansen".
Shinkansen has a number of lines, and one of its main section is
Tokyo to Kyoto. This TV commercial shown below mainly conveys
"Let's go to Kyoto" in spring, because spring is the best season to
enjoy cherry blossoms in Kyoto.
Key shots of this TV commercial (Hereafter CM) are as follows.
* Cherry Blossom images
Fig 1-1-1
s Corporate Logo
Corporate logo appears on bottom right.
Fig 11 -1-2
1 Pupil response and picture sequence
Dilation
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Fig I -1-3
Po Regression Analysis
Summary of Fit
RSquare 0.47565
RSquare Adj 0.474472
Root Mean Square Error 0.143945
Mean of Response 0.309436
Observations (or Sum Wgts) 893
Parameter Estimates
Term Estimate Std Error t Ratio ProbItI
intercept 0.0157469 0.011525 1.37 0.1722
Corporate Logo -0.092118 0.020348 -4.53 <.0001*
Cherry Blossom 0.3626031 0.012773 28.39 <.0001*
Table 11-1
The result showed the "Cherry blossom" variant was significant
and that pupil response rose sharply when cherry blossom
images appeared in the TV commercial. The cherry blossom is a
very strong symbol in Japanese culture, and thus can draw
audience attention.
In this TV commercial, corporate logo did not affect audiences.
The logo was relatively small in the picture. In this case, pupil
response was significantly lower in other key scenes.
2. Glico Pocky: Snack
0 Pocky is one of the most popular sweet snack in Japan, and its
main customers are children and teens. This TV commercial
seems to target girls, because it uses a teenage celebrity who is
the popular fashion models with teenagers.
Key shots of this CM are as follows.
so Celebrity images:
Fig I -2-1
1 Product image: Pocky
Fig I -2-2
s Pupil response and picture sequence
Dilation
Dilation
Fig I -2-3
N Regression Analysis
Summary of Fit
RSquare
RSquare Adj
Root Mean Square Error
Mean of Response
Observations (or Sum Wgts)
Parameter Estimates
Term
Intercept
Product
Celebrity
Estimate
0.0509769
0.1212944
0.2749337
0.490901
0.489766
0.147563
0.241643
900
Std Error
0.008301
0.016836
0.010634
t Ratio
6.14
7.20
25.85
ProbltI
<.0001 *
<.0001 *
<.0001*
Table II -2
The celebrity image shows up throughout the TV commercial, so
this analysis extracts only shots which zoom in on the celebrity.
Both the celebrity and the product images have significant effects.
In particular, the celebrity has a higher t-stat than the product.
Pupil responses are mainly detected from the scenes in which the
celebrity appears.
3. Softbank: Mobile Phone Company
o Softbank is a major mobile operator in Japan. Softbank uses a
dog as a TV commercial character, and also uses a very popular
actress.
This TV commercial aims to promote Softbank's new service
called "Tadatomo" which offers free access among customers who
are friends.
Key shots of this CM are as follows.
* Character image: Dog
Fig I -3-1
* Celebrity images: Actress
Fig I -3-2
0 Printed Message: Free access between Softbank users
Fig II -3-3
Corporate Logo image
= SoffBank
Fig I -3-4
so Pupil response and picture sequence
DilationW
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Dilation
Fig ll -3-5
*o Regression Analysis
Summary of Rt
RSquare 0.320747
RSquare Adj 0.317691
Root Mean Square Error 0.212572
Mean of Response 0.267171
Observations (or Sum Wgts) 894
Parameter Estimates
Term Estimate Std Error t Ratio Prob>ltI
Intercept 0.088711 0.014034 6.32 <.0001*
Character (Dog) 0.1394086 0.015408 9.05 <.0001*
Cerebrity (Aya Ueto) 0.1610818 0.016102 10.00 <.0001*
Message 0.1237337 0.026635 4.65 <.0001*
Corporate Brand Logo 0.6257957 0.031915 19.61 <.0001*
Table II -3
The variants have significant effects on viewer pupil response.
However, R square is relatively low, because this TV commercial
has lots of other factors such as other celebrities and characters.
Pupil responses can be detected where these factors appears.
4. AFLAC
s AFLAC uses an actress for this CM, and duck and cat as well.
The main message of this CM is to promote the campaign of
"MANEKI NEKO (Cat)" & Duck. However, the details of this
campaign are not mentioned in the CM.
Key shots of this CM are as follows.
* Celebrity images: Actress
Fig II -4-1
* Message: MANEKI-NEKO & Duck campaign
Fig II -4-2
0 Corporate Logo
Fig I -4-3
s0 Pupil response and picture sequence
Dilation
~i IL~ j~~.
Dilation
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Fig I -4-4
1 Regression Analysis
Summary of Fit
RSquare
RSquare Adj
Root Mean Square Error
Mean of Response
Observations (or Sum Wgts)
[Parameter Estimates
Term
Intercept
Celebrity
Message
Corporate Brand Logo
Estimate
0.0658199
0.2363276
0.0339753
0.572872
Table II -4
0.519341
0.517719
0.150772
0.217055
893
Std Error
0.007917
0.010456
0.013643
0.021992
t Ratio
8.31
22.60
2.49
26.05
Prob>ltl
<.0001*
<.0001*
0.0129*
<.0001*
Celebrity and corporate brand logo are significant. Pupil response
can be detected from mainly scenes which the celebrity appears.
Furthermore, corporate logo has strong impact, it could be caused
by the strong brand power of AFLAC.
5. LOTTE Fit's: Chewing Gum
0, LOTTE is one of the most popular snack food producer in Japan.
The product Fit's is a chewing gum product targeted to young
consumers. This TV commercial features a top female fashion
model who is quite popular among teenagers.
Key shots of this CM are as follows.
* Celebrity images:
Fig I -5-1
* Product: Fit's
Fig I -5-2
* Corporate Logo: LOTTE
Fig Il -5-3
No Pupil response and picture sequence
Dilation
Dilation
Fig il -5-4
*0 Regression Analysis
Summary of Fit
RSquare
RSquare Adj
Root Mean Square Error
Mean of Response
Observations (or Sum Wgts)
0.597371
0.596012
0.153141
0.249813
893
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Parameter Estimates
Term Estimate Std Error t Ratio Prob~ItI
Intercept 0.0859479 0.007217 11.91 <.0001*
Ce,CEebrity 0.3823054 0.010547 36.25 <.0001*
Product 0.0358052 0.014079 2.54 0.0112*
Corporate Logo 0.2499896 0.03896 6.42 <.0001*
Table 1 -5
Celebrity shows strong significance in this CM. It could be caused
by high awareness of the celebrity.
In this TV commercial, the product images resulting relatively
low t Ratio but one which is still significant.
In addition, although the corporate logo shows up in the ending
only for an instant, it has a significant response. This could be the
result of high brand awareness of LOTTE.
6. NINTENDO DSi: Handheld Game Machine
10 NINTENDO is an internationally well known Japanese game
machine and software producer. This CM deals with the
NINTENDO DSi, a handheld game machine which can take
pictures and create photo albums.
The celebrities are stand-up comedians, and they demonstrate
DSi's photo function and its preinstalled software.
Key shots of this CM are as follows.
0 Celebrity images: Stand-up comedians
Fig Il -6-1
* Product images: DSi
Fig I -6-2
0 Screen Shot: Screen of DSi showing its photo album software
Fig I -6-3
o Pupil response and picture sequence
Dilation
Dilation
Fig I -6-4
o Regression Analysis
Summary of Fit
RSquare 0.273251
RSquare Adj 0.270799
Root Mean Square Error 0.069636
Mean of Response 0.156775
Observations (or Sum Wgts) 893
Parameter Estimates
Term Estimate Std Error t Ratio Prob>ItI
Intercept 0.1142241 0.012931 8.83 <.0001*
Celebrity 0.0566092 0.015749 3.59 0.0003*
Product 0.005572 0.00938 0.59 0.5527
Screen shot -0.063644 0.01712 -3.72 0.0002*
Table 11 -6
In this commercial, celebrity has a significant impact on pupil
response, but the images of the product are not significant, and
the screen shots have a negative impact. The product appears in
this TV commercial in several different ways such as in hand,
with screen shots of software, and zoomed in. This shifting in the
appearance of the product could be the cause of relatively low R
square. Screen shots include a zoomed-in photo of one of the
stand-up comedians who is perceived as a bit of a bizarre
character. This might be the cause of the negative impact seen in
that sequence of screen shots.
7. TOYOTA
p TOYOTA is well-known worldwide car manufacturer. This TV
commercial shows with multiple products because its purpose is
to reveal that these cars are supported by the government as
ecological products.
This TV commercial includes multiple celebrities; the one of the
main two celebrities is the top teenage professional golf player,
and the other main celebrity is the currently most popular child
actor.
Key shots of this CM are as follows.
0 Celebrity 1 images: Golf player
Fig I -7-1
0 Celebrity 2: Child actor
Fig I -7-2
* Products
Fig I -7-3
lo Pupil response and picture sequence
Dilation
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Fig I -7-4
s Regression
Summary of Fit
RSquare 0.275709
RSquare Adj 0.273267
Root Mean Square Error 0.11109
Mean of Response 0.196099
Observations (or Sum Wgts) 894
Parameter Estimates
Term Estimate Std Error t Ratio Prob~ItI
Intercept 0.1593831 0.005972 26.69 <.0001*
Celebrity 1 0.0182814 0.008507 2.15 0.0319*
Celebrity2 -0.009319 0.008599 -1.08 0.2788
Products 0.1705324 0.010065 16.94 <.0001*
Table 1 -7
In viewer responses to this commercial, images of Toyota
products are quite significant. It could be postulated that
audiences like to know which products are being supported by
government help. Pupil response shows that audiences are
responding to these officially recognized products.
Celebrity 1 has relatively low t Ratio, but one that is still
significant. On the other hand, celebrity 2 has a negative impact
on the pupil response. This might be caused by confusion in
seeing multiple celebrities of this TV commercial. Indeed, some
other celebrities also appear in this commercial. Too many
celebrities may cause dilution of audience attention.
8. HOUSE Ukon No Chikara: Beverage
sp This product is a healthy beverage designed for alcohol drinkers
and intended to reduce the potential for hangover. This product is
established and well known, and this TV commercial announces
new product line-ups with different flavors.
Famous singer is used it the TV commercial as a celebrity.
Key shots of this CM are as follows.
0 Celebrity images: Singer
Fig II -8-1
0 Product images
U
Figi I-8-2
s Pupil response and picture sequence
Dilation
Dilation
Fig I -8-3
o Regression Analysis
Summary of Fit
RSquare 0.73409
RSquare Adj 0.733492
Root Mean Square Error 0.159964
Mean of Response 0.299319
Observations (or Sum Wgts) 893
Parameter Estimates
Term Estimate Std Error t Ratio Probylti
Intercept 0.1619558 0.010305 15.72 <.0001*
Celebrity -0.038999 0.011668 -3.34 0.0009*
Products 0.5748578 0.012807 44.89 <.0001*
Table 11 -8
The images of the new products produce quite a high t Ratio.
Audiences seem to want to know about the new products.
9. Toshiba Regza: Flat TV
Toshiba is a leading international producer of electric appliances.
This TV commercial promotes Regza, a flat TV which has HDD
recording function.
This TV commercial features a famous singer/actor as a celebrity.
*p Pupil response and picture sequence
Dilation
Dilation
Fig I -9
* Regression Analysis
Summary of Fit
RSquare 0.300321
RSquare Adj 0.29796
Root Mean Square Error 0.09799
Mean of Response 0.197765
Observations (or Sum Wgts) 893
Parameter Estimates
Term Estimate Std Error t Ratio Prob>ItI
Intercept 0.2318642 0.007137 32.49 <.0001*
Celebrity -0.058938 0.008023 -7.35 <.0001*
Product -0.067171 0.009864 -6.81 <.0001*
Corporate Logo 0.1660826 0.013788 12.05 <.0001*
Table II -9
The corporate logo causes a significant response, while both the
celebrity and product images have a negative impact on pupil
response. This might be caused by relatively low brightness of
scenes which celebrity and product appear. It could be postulated
that pupil response could be increased by relative brightness of
scenes.
10. HONDA Fit: Car
so HONDA is another internationally successful car manufacture.
Fit is a relatively small car which seems to target drivers who
want an easy handling small car, and in particular female drivers.
This TV commercial conveys several marketing messages; one
key message is "Number 1 in sales" and another is "New model".
Key shots of this CM are as follows.
0 Product images
Figi I-10-1
0 Message 1 (Sales)
Fig I -10-2
0 Message 2 (New Model)
FigII -10-3
*p Pupil response and picture sequence
Dilation
Dilation
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Fig I -10-4
so Regression Analysis
Summary of Fit
RSquare 0.445349
RSquare Adj 0.442853
Root Mean Square Error 0.202784
Mean of Response 0.34014
Observations (or Sum Wgts) 894
Parameter Estimates
Term Estimate Std Error t Ratio Prob>ltI
Intercept 0.3417436 0.011014 31.03 <.0001*
Product 0.1715619 0.015442 11.11 <.0001*
Messagel(Sales) -0.406922 0.028329 -14.36 <.0001*
Message 2(New version) -0.323067 0.024046 -13.44 <.0001*
Corporate Logo -0.341744 0.029712 -11.50 <.0001*
Table 11 -10
Images of the product causes significant response, but other
factors have a negative impact on pupil response. It can be
postulated that this TV commercial has too many messages, and
that this causes dilution of audience attention. Product images
shows up throughout the TV commercial, and have a significant
positive impact on pupil response.
35
11. NISSAN Note: Car
1 NISSAN, another giant car manufacturer, is advertising Note as
a fuel efficient car. Cartoon characters appear on the TV
commercial as well as photographic images of the car.
The main message is fuel efficiency and that Note runs very well.
Key shots of this CM are as follows.
0 Character images
FigI -11-1
* Product image: Note
Fig I -11-2
0 Catch Phrase: Fuel efficient and runs well
Fig I -11-3
so Pupil response and picture sequence
Dilation -1-1-1-1-1-1-
Dilation
FigIl -11-4
lb Regression Analysis
Summ ary of Fit
RSquare 0.305451
RSquare Adj 0.303107
Root Mean Square Error 0.159586
Mean of Response 0.204641
Observations (or Sum Wgts) 893
Parameter Estimates
Term Estimate Std Error t Ratio ProbAlti
Intercept 0.0133859 0.012987 1.03 0.3030
Product 0.1463785 0.019901 7.36 <.0001*
Catch Phrase -0.081106 0.024764 -3.28 0.0011*
Character 0.2661146 0.014622 18.20 <.0001*
Table 1 -11
Both the sequences with characters and those with the product
show significant impact on pupil response, but the catch phrase
produces a negative impact. The catch phrase appears only in
part of the space of the picture, so pupil response might be lower
for this factor than for the other factors. It is possible that pupil
response could be higher to objects which are shown in large
space.
12. DAIWA Direct: Online Trading Service
Io DAIWA is a leading Japanese security company, and DAIWA
Direct is its online trading service.
The story of this TV commercial is a fictitious security company
(called Bravo Securities) whose workers are discussing about
services of DAIWA. They are talking about several DAIWA
services such as seminars and customer support. This chat
appears in Japanese script at the bottom of the screen.
This CM features a top female fashion models who appears only
in a photograph.
Key shots of this CM are as follows.
* Celebrity image: Fashion Model
Fig II -12-1
9 Corporate Name
Fig Il -12-2
l Pupil response and picture sequence
Dilation
ii'
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Fig Il -12-3
s Regression Analysis
Summary of Fit
RSquare 0.146226
RSquare Adj 0.143348
Root Mean Square Error 0.119408
Mean of Response 0.193512
Observations (or Sum Wgts) 894
Parameter Estimates
Term Estimate Std Error t Ratio Prob>ItI
Intercept 0.1702547 0.005303 32.10 <.0001*
Celebrity -0.112099 0.018573 -6.04 <.0001*
Corporate Logo 0.1069793 0.013065 8.19 <.0001*
Key Scripts 0.0625569 0.00933 6.71 <.0001*
Table II -12
Viewer pupil responses to the corporate name and to the key
scripts (chatting about seminars and customer supports) are
significant. On the other hand, the celebrity image has a negative
impact. Assuming that pupil response would be higher for moving
objects, it can be conjectured that photos will attract amaller
audience reaction than video.
13. KAO TOP: Detergent
No KAO is leading Japanese toiletry products manufacture. And
TOP is its flagship product in detergent market.
One of the key messages of this TV commercial is to announce
KAO's sponsorship for the Table Tennis World Cup. All the
celebrities seen in the commercial are sports newscasters of
several TV stations which broadcast the World Cup games.
Key shots of this CM are as follows.
0 Celebrities
Fig I -13-1
0 Product images
Fig I -13-2
s Pupil response and picture sequence
Dilation
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Dilation
FigIl -13-3
0- Regression
Summary of Fit
RSquare 0.533195
RSquare Adj 0.531622
Root Mean Square Error 0.094047
Mean of Response 0.165921
Observations (or Sum Wgts) 894
Parameter Estimates
Term Estimate Std Error t Ratio Prob>iti
Intercept 0.2073317 0.006521 31.79 <.0001*
Celebrities -0.14942 0.008057 -18.55 <.0001*
Product 0.0788768 0.00867 9.10 <.0001*
Sponsor Announcement 0.1806303 0.021555 8.38 <.0001*
Table 11 -13
The product images and the sponsorship announcement have
significant impact on pupil response, but celebrities have a
negative impact. In fact, awareness of newscasters is relatively
lower than that of other celebrities such as actress, singers, and
fashion models. It seems reasonable to suppose that a high level
of awareness is important to attract audiences to TV commercial.
14. American Home Direct: Online Insurance
10 American Home direct is a leading online insurance company.
This TV commercial features telephone operator answering
customer questions about online trades. The overall message
seems to convey that American Home direct offers easy access
internet service and good customer support.
Key shots of this CM are as follows.
* Telephone operator
Fig I -14-1
* Corporate name
Fig I -14-2
W Pupil response and picture sequence
43
Dilation
Dilation
Fig I -14-3
*0 Regression Analysis
Summary of Fit
RSquare
RSquare Adj
Root Mean Square Error
Mean of Response
Observations (or Sum Wgts)
Parameter Estimates
Term
Intercept
Operator
Corporate Name
Table 11 -14
Estimate
0.3380055
-0.22765
0.101311
0.650547
0.649768
0.073528
0.196042
900
Std Error
0.004458
0.005585
0.006881
t Ratio
75.81
-40.76
14.72
Prob>ItI
0.0000*
<.0001*
<.0001*
*1 V it , I 10 s 1 4 1.- t ft 4 . IA
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In this TV commercial, corporate name has a positive impact, but
the telephone operator alone has negative impact. The telephone
operator appears in almost all scenes throughout the TV
commercial, and is always shown in the same camera angle. This
low pupil response might be due to the absence of object
movement of object in the TV commercial.
15. BMW Mini: Car
sp Mini is currently one of the most popular car product brands in
Japan. Ninja characters appear in this TV commercial, and then
they suddenly disappear in smoke. The key message of this TV
commercial is to announce an upcoming dealer event on the
weekend.
Key shots of this CM are as follows.
* Product images: BMW Mini
Figi I-15-1
* Smoke and Ninja Characters
FigII-15-2
o Pupil response and picture sequence
Dilation
Dilation
Fig I -15-3
W Regression Analysis
Summary of Fit
RSquare 0.806003
RSquare Adj 0.805348
Root Mean Square Error 0.132424
Mean of Response 0.180268
Observations (or Sum Wgts) 893
Parameter Estimates
Term Estimate Std Error t Ratio Prob>ItI
Intercept 0.0827486 0.005759 14.37 <.0001*
Product 0.0049003 0.011373 0.43 0.6667
Corporate logo -0.082749 0.015397 -5.37 <.0001*
Smoke and After Smoke 0.7777805 0.013227 58.80 <.0001*
Table 11 -15
The most significant factor is smoke, which shows a high t Ratio.
Furthermore, the R square for smoke is very high, so it follows
from what has been said that this factor can explain the response
of pupil to the TV commercial. Indeed, smoke images bring high
volatility for brightness in this commercial. The brightness
changes suddenly before and after the smoke images. It could be
entirely caused by brightness having a strong impact on pupil
response.
16. McDonald's McCafe: Service
s McCafe is McDonald's caf6 service. This TV commercial features
a number of Kabuki actors. The central message of this
commercial is to announce the launching of this caf6 service in
Japan.
Key shots of this CM are as follows.
* Celebrity images: Kabuki actors
Fig Il -16-1
* Product image
Fig I -16-2
0 Key message: Launching McCafe from limited shops.
Figi I-16-3
s Pupil response and picture sequence
Dilation
Dilation
Fig I -16-4
*l Regression
Summary of Fit
RSquare
RSquare Adj
Root Mean Square Error
Mean of Response
Observations (or Sum Wgts)
0.693212
0.692178
0.175971
0.303435
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Parameter Estimates
Term Estimate Std Error t Ratio Prob"ltI
Intercept 0.1103261 0.007338 15.03 <.0001*
Product 0.7266304 0.026963 26.95 <.0001*
Catch Phrase 0.5666184 0.021604 26.23 <.0001*
Multiple Celebrities 0.4884744 0.0145 33.69 <.0001*
Table II -16
All the different image factors in this commercial show
significant responses, especially the multiple celebrity image
which has a high t Ratio. These Kabuki actors are highly
regarded, and they can attract audience attention.
The catch phrase is also effective because it says that McCafe is
offered only in limited shops. This written message has a
significant impact by itself.
Finally, the products available in McCafe service are shown in a
quite colorful scene. From this, it can be postulated that colorful
pictures may increase pupil response.
17. Fujifilm Astalift: Cosmetic Product
10 Fujifilm is Japan's leading manufacturer of photo related product.
Fujifilm has developed a sophisticated level of chemical
engineering technology, and it applies this technology to
cosmetics. Astalift is a cosmetic product line mainly targeted to
women over 40.
This TV commercial uses two very famous female singers. One of
them is shown making up for her wedding. My analysis aims to
distinguish scenes between the celebrity in wedding dress and
applying makeup, to divide into two factors, and to regress those
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factors with the pupil response.
Key shots of this CM are as follows.
0 Celebrity 1 images
Fig I -17-1
0 Celebrity 2 images
Fig I -17-2
0 Product image
Fig I -17-3
10 Pupil response and picture sequence
Dilation
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Dilation
Figi I-17-4
so Regression Analysis
Summary of Fit
RSquare 0.47028
RSquare Adj 0.467893
Root Mean Square Error 0.133493
Mean of Response 0.246174
Observations (or Sum Wgts) 893
Parameter Estimates
Term Estimate Std Error t Ratio Prob>ltI
Intercept 0.1279528 0.008376 15.28 <.0001*
Celebrity 1 in Weding Dress 0.337325 0.013205 25.55 <.0001*
Celebrity 1 Other Scene 0.0190971 0.01415 1.35 0.1775
Celebrity 2 0.1891622 0.013526 13.99 <.0001*
Product 0.0889307 0.013159 6.76 <.0001*
Table 11 -17
Audience response to celebrity 1 in wedding dress show high t
Ratio. On the other hand, celebrity 1 in other scenes shows lower
significance than celebrity 2. The wedding dress could determine
the importance of the responses to the scene, and then those
scenes could attract audiences' attention. Pupils also could react
to the important scene.
18. Suntory Premium MALTS: Beer
N Suntory is a leading Japanese beverage company. Premium
MALTS is its key beer product. This product is a premium
version of the original MALTS, and the tone of this TV
commercial is designed to evoke a sophisticated and high quality
atmosphere. The celebrity is an actress.
Key shots of this CM are as follows.
* Product images: Beer
Fig I -18-1
* Celebrity images: Actress
Fig I -18-2
*- Pupil response and picture sequence
Dilation
Dilation
Fig I -18-3
lo Regression Analysis
Summary of Fit
RSquare 0.519615
RSquare Adj 0.517996
Root Mean Square Error 0.089909
Mean of Response 0.210687
Observations (or Sum Wgts) 894
Parameter Estimates
Term Estimate Std Error t Ratio Prob~dtI
Intercept 0.239914 0.005664 42.36 <.0001*
Celebrity -0.126598 0.007312 -17.31 <.0001*
Product 0.0638609 0.008162 7.82 <.0001*
Corporate Logo 0.2260582 0.017365 13.02 <.0001*
Table 11 -18
Images of the product and of the corporate logo show significant
response, while the celebrity image has a negative impact. This
might be caused by low brightness of the scenes with the celebrity.
Brightness might be one of the important factors to pupil
response. Images of the product generate a positive impact,
showing the "sizzle" scene can attract audience attention. Eyes
respond not only to interesting images, but also to attractive
settings.
19. AXE: Fragrance for Men
*o AXE is a men's fragrance. The TV commercial has characters like
fragrance fairies who appear in the dating scene of a couple.
These characters are symbols of the product's function.
Key shots of this CM are as follows.
* Product images
Fig I -19-1
" Character images
Fig I -19-2
0- Pupil response and picture sequence
Dilation
Dilation
Figi I-19-3
10 Regression Analysis
Summary of Fit
RSquare 0.694916
RSquare Adj 0.693975
Root Mean Square Error 0.149903
Mean of Response 0.242331
Observations (or Sum Wgts) 652
Parameter Estimates
Term Estimate Std Error t Ratio Prob~Iti
Intercept 0.0458669 0.013462 3.41 0.0007*
Product 0.6619456 0.019196 34.48 <.0001*
CM Characters 0.1192679 0.015372 7.76 <.0001*
Table 11 -19
Images both of the product and of the characters show significant
impact on pupil response. With the characters, the first
appearance has a bigger impact on pupil response. This means
that the first appearance of novel images may be a way to attract
audience attention.
20. Summary
Through this research on pupil response to various parts of
commercials, we see that the pupillometer can clearly detect
audience responses to various marketing factors in TV commercial
such as celebrity, product, catch phrase, corporate logo, etc. Most of
the marketing message is transmitted as visual objects.
Pupil responses show high volatility. Pupils respond to stimulus
quickly, so the responses measurements move vividly, correlating to
the factors appear in commercial. The pupillometer is able to detect
these movements easier than other biosensors.
Despite this strength, the pupillometer has some problems. It cannot
detect the objects which audiences really focus on, so when a TV
commercial contains multiple marketing factors, we cannot measure
the effectiveness of each factor discretely.
An additional concern is related to the fact that pupils respond to
brightness. If a TV commercial actually does not show any marketing
factors, sometimes pupillometer detects eye responses based on
brightness changes in the screen. This is a fundamental limitation of
the pupillometer.
III. Eye Tracking System
Pupil response can demonstrate how strongly audiences focus on
advertisements. However, pupil response cannot detect areas where
audiences really focus on. Generally, TV commercial contains many
distinct visual elements such as celebrities, products, corporate logo,
background scene, etc. Relying only on measurements of pupil response
creates difficulties in this area.
Eye tracking offers possible solution. An eye tracking system can detect
where audiences are actually looking the commercial. Furthermore, eye
tracking system can detect not only the location which an audience
focuses on, but can also track pupil responses of the audience at the same
time.
The latest eye tracking systems are less intrusive and burdensome than
earlier models. They do not require any machines or components
attached to the head or face. Subjects need simply sit in front of the
screen and watch a TV commercial, and the eye tracking system can
detect the responses of the subjects unobtrusively.
Figure 111-0: Eye tracking system
The research method is as follows.
Research Period: September 24th to 27th 2009.
Number of Subjects: 32
Age Range: 20-59
1. Observation of TV Commercials with Multiple Objects
Some CM have multiple objects such as products, texts, corporate
logo, catch phrases, etc. Eye tracking can detect whether audiences
focus on any image or not. An example of a TV commercial with
multiple objects is the Japan Rail commercial for travel in cherry
blossom season. This TV commercial includes a variety of objects
such as cherry blossoms, Buddhist temple, sculptures, corporate logo,
etc. From the research images below, we can know exactly in the
image where the audiences are actually looking.
N Example: JR
FigIlI-1-1
This scene has a screen-wide image of cherry trees in bloom,
and words in the center of the screen. Some audiences look at the
cherry blossoms, but most of them look at the words. Among the
audiences who look at the words, their pupils are responding to
those words.
FigIII-1-2
This example includes a tree in bloom and a five-storied pagoda.
Eyes are focused on each of these objects.
a
FigII-1-3
This scene has three main elements, the blossoms, the texts, and
the corporate logo. Most of the audiences looked at the text, and
some of them look in the area around the corporate logo.
In the examples above, it can be seen that an eye tracking system
can detect the specific targets of eye movement in commercials
which contain multiple object.
2. Product Images
From a marketing point of view, advertisers would like to attract
audiences to their products. The question which we must consider is
whether an eye tracking system can detect if the audience attention
is being attracted to the product.
s Examples: Fit's, TOYOTA, Ukon no Chikara
FigllI-2-1
This example shows audience eye focus on the center of the
product. Audience eyes do not look at the product logo (Fit's),
which may be a result of the short time duration of this shot.
From this example, it can be observed that even though some
important points appear along the edges of the image, audiences
may overlook them.
FigIII-2-2
This image has multiple products, and audiences mainly to look
at the products in the center. Audiences do not look at images
along edges of the screen. This example may illustrate a tendency
for audiences to look primarily at the center of the screen.
FiglI-2-3
This example has two identical products, but the audience eyes
look mainly at the item on the right. Some text is shown next to
the product on the right. This example may indicate that
audiences tend to be attracted to writing.
3. Captions in TV Commercials
Some commercials show captions to convey their marketing
messages. Captions are a typical technique to try to attract audience
attention. The eye tracking system can be used to evaluate the
effectiveness of this technique.
s0 Examples: American Home Direct, DAIWA Direct
FiglI-3-1
This example has only captions. Needless to say, dramatic size of
the caption can attract audience eyes. But when we see the pupil
response, we find that only a few pupils respond to the caption.
Generally, captions are not more vivid than moving objects. They
may even bring the risk of reducing audience attention overall.
FiglI-3-2
This example has a caption for translation. Caption appears in
the bottom of the screen. The caption says "DAIWAs online
trading is doing really well". In this case, caption does not attract
so much eye attention from audiences. From this example, it
could be postulated that captions like this do not improve the
appeal of the TV commercial.
4. Price Information
Price is one of the 4Ps of marketing (Price, Product, Place, and
Promotion). Some TV commercials have messages about the price of
the product.
O Examples: McCafe, Jetstar
FigIII-4-1
This image from McCafe displays a product name and price.
Some eyes are turned to the price, but many more look at the
product name.
FigiI-4-2
In the image above, the audiences do not seem to focus on price.
Even though price is important information for many customers,
generally price is simple information. Audiences may not be
attracted to simple and static objects.
5. Catch phrase
The catch phrase is one of the most common components of
advertising. Some commercials state the products' catch phrase
verbally but not in text, but it is the case that many commercials
include the catch phrase in text.
Examples: McCafe, Nissan Note, Suntory Malts
FigII-5-1
This catch phrase tells the viewer that these new products are
"Introduced in limited locations". Generally, "Limited" is an
effective message for Japanese consumers. In this case, many
audiences look at the catch phrase text.
When a catch phrase contains an effective message, it can attract
audiences.
FigII-5-2
This catch copy means "Energy efficient, and runs well". As seen
above, this copy attracts more eyes than the image of product
itself (car) does. On the other hand, pupil response is low. It may
be difficult for written text to be attractive and trigger an
emotional response.
FiglI-5-3
This catch phrase means "Good taste in a grand gold medal". This
product has been awarded a grand gold medal by Monde
Selection. Some eyes in the audience look at the catch copy, but
most of them look at the product image. In this case, only the
product has color, and the background is in black and white. This
color contrast pulls audience attention away from the catch copy.
If a copywriter wants to attract attention to text, it might be
important to show the copy vividly.
6. Characters
Many commercials have characters as spokespersons for the product.
Sometimes these characters become more popular than celebrities.
l Examples: AFLAC, Nissan Note
FigIII-6-1
AFLAC has consistently used a duck as its advertising campaign
character. In this CM, AFLAC uses a dancing duck and cat.
Originally, a cat is not a TV commercial character used by
AFLAC, but in this case, the cat is able to attract audience
attention as well.
FigiII-6-2
The characters in this Nissan Note commercial are Rose and
Mary. They are animation characters, but they can attract
audience attention. The eye tracking system shows that
audiences look at the characters more than at the cars.
Furthermore, pupil responses are also high. This example
illustrates that some characters can be as appealing as celebrities.
7. Summary
The eye tracking system gives us an intuitive understanding of
exactly what is most appealing in a TV commercial. We can see how
consumers react to the commercials and where they look on the
screen.
Most creative directors can understand the audience response more
easily with eye tracking than with other methods.
At the same time, eye tracking cannot report quantitatively, so it is
not suitable for mathematical modeling. And it requires much
interpretation by the researchers. Researchers have to analyze the
results qualitatively, so sometimes the required analysis becomes
very tricky.
IV. EEG
EEG stands for Electroencephalogram, a testing modality which can
detect brain waves through the use of headset or multiple electrodes.
Generally, brain waves are a complex mixture of different frequency
waves. In this chapter, I analyze the results from aggregated scans of a
single brain wave, one which is measured by a simple low-cost headset
device.
Brain waves show the response not only from visual stimuli, but also
audio stimuli such as voice, sound logo, sizzling sounds, etc.
The aggregated brain wave is shown in a line chart align along a time
horizon. I applied regression models for the brain wave, and the analysis
method was same as the analysis method of pupil response measurement.
The research method is as follows.
Number of Subjects: 144
Age: 19-65
Gender: Male (56%)/ Female (44%)
1. Coca-Cola Japan Fanta: Soda
e Fanta is a soda product of Coca-Cola Japan. Generally, the target
consumers of soda products are teenagers and children. Adult
consumers prefer no-sugar beverages such as bottled water,
Japanese tea, and Chinese tea, because adult consumers
especially female consumers prefer low calorie beverages.
This CM seems to target adult female consumers, because the
actress is called "Otona no Onna" which means "adult female",
and the message of this CM is "Zero calorie".
* Key factors of the CM: Catch phrase "Zero calorie lemon" (Voice),
Brand Logo, and actress.
FigIV-1-1
* EEG
FigIV-1-2
* Regression Analysis
Summary of Fit
RSquare 0.273454
RSquare Adj 0.2664
Root Mean Square Error 837.5668
Mean of Response 112.6359
Observations (or Sum Wgts) 209
Parameter Estimates
Term Estimate Std
Intercept -253.184 71.
Catch Phrase(Voice) 1149.2942 139
Brand Logo 875.69351 188
Error t Ratio Prob~lti
55816 -3.54 0.0005*
.4176 8.24 <.0001*
.7362 4.64 <.0001*
TablelV-1
Catch phrase (Voice) and brand logo show significant response.
The t Ratio of the catch phrase is almost double that of the brand
logo. From this result, it might be said that EEG can measure
effects not only of visual stimuli, but also audio stimuli. The
actress appears throughout the commercial, so the actress is not
included this model as a factor.
2. SoftbankiPhone
* iPhone is supplied by a leading mobile operator, Softbank. This
commercial announces that Softbank launches iPhone.
e Key factors of the CM: Messages about unique selling proposition
(Voice), and about "Innovative phone" (Voice), corporate logo.
= Softfank
FiglV-2-1
EEG
Fig1V-2-2
Regression Analysis
Summary of Fit
RSquare 0.884576
RSquare Adj 0.88002
Root Mean Square Error 1009.122
Mean of Response -1483.34
Observations (or Sum Wgts) 80
Parameter Estimates
Term Estimate Std Error t Ratio Prob>iti
intercept -1747.725 152.1309 -11.49 <.0001*
Messages (Voice) 3885.8045 267.6483 14.52 <.0001*
Innovative Phone (Voice) -5518.9 387.8592 -14.23 <.0001*
Corporate Logo -2328.561 410.6327 -5.67 <.0001*
TableIV-2
Messages (Voice) show high t Ratio but "Innovative phone".
"Innovative phone" might be too vague for consumers as a
marketing message.
In this commercial, the corporate logo also has a negative impact
on EEG. This might be caused by recurring editing of product
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logo and corporate logo. Such consecutive sequences may dilute
consumers' attention.
3. Jetstar: Airline Resort Flight
e Jetstar is one of the Japanese airline company. This commercial
emphasizes a well-priced flight from Narita, Japan to the Gold
Coast of Australia.
A fashion model is shown in this commercial. She represents the
target consumers for resort travel.
" Key factors of the CM: Price (Y60,000), Celebrity, Corporate logo
(URL)
FiglV-3-1
star
EEG
FigIV-3-2
Regression Analysis
Summary of Fit
RSquare 0.130839
RSquare Adj 0.111233
Root Mean Square Error 6.489968
Mean of Response 98.63584
Observations (or Sum Wgts) 137
Parameter Estimates
Term Estimate Std Error t Ratio ProbItlI
Intercept 96.772115 0.899997 107.52 <.0001*
Price -0.841681 1.625203 -0.52 0.6054
Celebrity 3.883963 1.279011 3.04 0.0029*
Corporate Logo 7.8059289 2.37915 3.28 0.0013*
TableIV-3
Price is not significant as an appealing factor. Price appears twice
in this commercial, but the effects are different between these
two scenes. The appeal of price information might not be
sustainable.
In contrast, celebrity and corporate logo are significant. This
particular celebrity is known to be very popular, especially among
young female consumers.
4. Earth No Mat 200hour: Insect Repellant
" Earth Chemical is a leading Japanese pharmaceutical company.
No-Mat is an insect repellent product. The main message of this
commercial is long lasting effect of the product about 200 hours,
or 33 days.
The commercial uses no celebrity, but lots of messages such as
200 hours lasting, 33 days effects, strong fan, etc.
Back Ground Music (Hereafter BGM) is used for key scene
change.
. Key factors of the CM: Message 1 (200 hours), Message 2 (33
days), BGM
FiglV-4-1
EEG
FigIV-4-2
e Regression Analysis
Summary of Rt
RSquare 0.794233
RSquare Adj 0.791595
Root Mean Square Error 139.9087
Mean of Response 101.7858
Observations (or Sum Wgts) 238
Parameter Estimates
Term Estimate Std Error t Ratio Prob'ItI
Intercept -211.1115 31.28455 -6.75 <.0001*
200 Hours -70.8885 36.91254 -1.92 0.0560
33 Days 317.72266 21.65332 14.67 <.0001*
BGM 307.76146 34.85053 8.83 <.0001*
TableIV-4
Two main messages, 200 hours and 33 days, show different
effects. Audiences might be confused by these two messages, and
200 hours may not directly convey this product's unique selling
proposition, but 33 days is more intuitively understandable to
audiences. BGM shows significant effect.
5. Fujifilm Astalift
Astalift is already mentioned in Pupil Response section.
This commercial is a different version, in which celebrity 1 is in a
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restaurant, and she recognizes celebrity 2 through the window.
Both celebrities are singers.
The CM uses a famous song by celebrity 2. The bridge of the song
comes to the scene where celebrity 2 shows up.
Key factors of the CM: Celebrities, product, BGM.
FigIV-5-1
FigIV-5-2
* Regression Analysis
Summary of Fit
RSquare 0.585526
RSquare Adj 0.563995
Root Mean Square Error 459.3699
Mean of Response -112.295
Observations (or Sum Wgts) 82
Parameter Estimates
Term Estimate Std Error t Ratio Prob>ItI
Intercept 20.4555 229.6849 0.09 0.9293
. Celebrity 1 -530.225 238.9719 -2.22 0.0294*
Celebrity 2 53.591516 403.3461 0.13 0.8946
Product 124.99835 262.6548 0.48 0.6355
BGM (Bridge) 788.31652 331.773 2.38 0.0200*
TableIV-5
BGM is the only positively significant factor noted by EEG. This
might be caused by the tone of the commercial, which is relatively
quiet and shows less movement. On the other hand, the bridge of
this song is impressive and it is very popular with audiences. It
can be postulated that awareness of BGM is important factor of
EEG.
6. KIRIN Hyoketsu: Cocktail
" KIRIN is a prominent Japanese beverage producer. Hyoketsu is
traditional Japanese clear distilled liquor-based cocktail. The key
message of this commercial is that clear taste is what you need
for your big thirsty. An actress drinks Hyoketsu on a beach.
. Key factors of the CM: Celebrity, Product, Catch Phrase
t K0RIN
FiglV-6-1
EEG
IM-F
FiglV-6-2
Regression Analysis
Summary of Fit
RSquare 0.560399
RSquare Adj 0.544884
Root Mean Square Error 242.2758
Mean of Response -378.035
Observations (or Sum Wgts) 89
Parameter Estimates
Term Estimate Std Error t Ratio ProbnltI
Intercept -664.9112 42.82871 -15.52 <.0001*
Product 246.4027 63.31099 3.89 0.0002*
Celebrity 674.00258 67.0997 10.04 <.0001*
Catch Copy 506.38372 95.76791 5.29 <.0001*
TablelV-6
All factors are significant, and among them, the celebrity shows
the highest response. The celebrity appears in the CM drinking
Hyoketsu, and is synchronized with the sizzle cut of the product.
These multiple factors might create a bigger effect when they
appear at the same time.
7. Sapporo Beer Namashibori
" Sapporo is another Japanese leading beverage company.
Namashibori is low malt beer. The celebrity in the commercial is
a comedian/actress who is popular among all generations. A sizzle
cut is inserted in the middle of the commercial, the corporate logo
appears at the end of the CM.
* Key factors of the CM: Celebrity, Sizzle, Product, Corporate Logo
FigIV-7-1
EEG
FiglV-7-2
Regression Analysis
Summary of Fit
RSquare 0.482308
RSquare Adj 0.455061
Root Mean Square Error 193.1519
Mean of Response 63.52362
Observations (or Sum Wgts) 81
Parameter Estimates
Term Estimate Std Error t Ratio Prob>itI
Intercept -168.6689 36.50227 -4.62 <.0001*
Celebrity 316.12781 49.29198 6.41 <.0001*
Product 207.58556 72.40565 2.87 0.0054*
Sizzle 286.85713 93.77604 3.06 0.0031*
Corporate Logo 382.30893 93.77604 4.08 0.0001*
TablelV-7
All factors are significant, and sizzle cut is significant by itself.
The sizzle cut lasts for approximately 1.5 seconds. This length
might be enough to attract audience attention.
8. SONY Blu Ray
* SONY is a global producer of electric appliances producer. Blu
Ray is its strategic product. The celebrity used in this commercial
is a very famous rock musician who is very popular with adult
consumers who might be the target customers of Blu Ray.
. Key factors of the CM: Celebrity, Products, Corporate Logo
SONY
At
FiglV-8-1
EEG
Fig1V-8-2
Regression Analysis
Summary of Fit
RSquare
RSquare Adj
Root Mean Square Error
Mean of Response
Observations (or Sum Wgts)
0.224501
0.194287
29.19836
12.23333
81
Parameter Estimates
Term
Intercept
Celebrity
Product
Corporate Logo
Estimate
-9.732714
32.054143
-4.258055
7.9145143
Std Error
11.03594
11.70539
13.6884
17.09681
t Ratio
-0.88
2.74
-0.31
0.46
ProbltI
0.3806
0.0077*
0.7566
0.6447
TableIV-8
In this CM, the celebrity appears in almost all scenes of the
commercial. To detect the effect of the celebrity, EEG data is
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adjusted to lag data to detect the impact of celebrity on the
change of EEG as a time series data.
The celebrity has significant impact, but neither the product nor
the corporate logo are significant. Four products appear together,
and this might dilute audience attention. Additionally, the
corporate logo appears for a very short time. From this result, it
can be postulated that EEG cannot detect short time period
response.
9. Softbank "TADATOMO"
e Softbank and its service "TADATOMO" are already mentioned in
Pupil Response section.
The celebrity in this commercial is an actress. The dog in the
commercial is talking about the product message which is "If you
use TADATOMO, you can get free access".
" Key factors of the CM: Celebrity, message "TADATOMO"
=soft Bmnk
FigIV-9-1
EEG
FiglV-9-2
Regression Analysis
Summary of Fit
RSquare 0.57539
RSquare Adj 0.56464
Root Mean Square Error 376.04
Mean of Response 72.2861
Observations (or Sum Wgts) 82
Parameter Estimates
Term Estimate Std Error t Ratio ProbyItI
Intercept -298.4519 54.85108 -5.44 <.0001*
Celebrity 873.29477 89.77115 9.73 <.0001*
Message 849.75191 152.3467 5.58 <.0001*
TableIV-9
Both celebrity and message factors create significant response in
audiences. The celebrity is very popular with the target audience,
and the dog is also well known as the CM character representing
Softbank. These high awareness levels might contribute to the
significance.
10. Panasonic HDC SD100
0 Panasonic is a globally known manufacturer of electric
appliances.
HDC is a product known as a handy com video recorder. An
actress representing a young mother is shown in this commercial,
and she takes videos of her baby. The catch copy has the script
"Let's start making movies when you become a mom".
Key factors of the CM: Product, A mom, Catch copy
Panasonic
FigIV-10-1
FiglV-10-2
Regression Analysis
Summary of Fit
RSquare 0.53326
RSquare Adj 0.515075
Root Mean Square Error 226.6377
Mean of Response -32.4324
Observations (or Sum Wgts) 81
Parameter Estimates
Term Estimate Std Error t Ratio ProbAiti
Intercept -306.2444 56.65943 -5.41 <.0001*
Mom 197.66178 65.96763 3.00 0.0037*
Catch Copy 481.31831 69.35662 6.94 <.0001*
Product 629.71104 108.4945 5.80 <.0001*
TableIV-10
All factors are significant, especially the catch copy which shows
the highest t Ratio among the factors. Catch copy appears in the
scene the mother takes a video of her baby, and this scene is quite
impressive. This combination of factors could attract audience
attention.
11. NIKE Football
" NIKE is a well established sports fashion brand.
This TV commercial deals with soccer products, and includes lots
of scene changes, music which is very loud with hard guitar
sounds. Scenes of kissing women are also inserted.
The climax of the commercial is a scene in which a player
shooting a goal.
" Key factors of the CM: Guitar riff, kissing women, shooting a goal,
corporate logo.
FigIV-11-1
FigIV-11-2
Regression Analysis
(Summary of Fit
RSquare 0.540679
RSquare Adj 0.516504
Root Mean Square Error 210.4252
Mean of Response -133.165
Observations (or Sum Wgts) 81
Parameter Estimates
Term Estimate Std Error t Ratio Prob>Iti
Intercept -227.8125 27.39503 -8.32 <.0001*
Guitar Rif f 652.49822 84.11912 7.76 <.0001*
Kissing woman 345.99651 98.01144 3.53 0.0007*
Goal Scene 384.63251 90.16808 4.27 <.0001*
Corporate Logo -234.7125 108.7207 -2.16 0.0340*
TablelV-11
The scene with guitar riff shows the highest t Ratio among the
factors in this commercial. This may be because the EEG can
respond to audio stimulus. The kissing women scene and the goal
scene are also significant. Kissing women scene has zoomed-in to
her face and the goal scene depicts the climax point of soccer
playing. While the corporate logo shows negative impact on EEG,
this may be caused by the brief time span that the corporate logo
is visible. EEG might not be the most appropriate measure for
respond to short time stimulus.
12. Meiji Yasuda: Sponsored Concert Tour
e Meiji Yasuda is a life insurance company.
This TV commercial features a famous singer who is very popular
with the 35+ demographic. The message of this CM is that Meiji
Yasuda is sponsoring the singer's concert tour. The BGM is the
singer's song. The song is used in throughout the CM, so the only
bridge part is extracted to factor of the regression.
" Key factors of the CM: Celebrity, BGM
FiglV-12-1
FigIV-12-2
Regression
Summary of Fit
RSquare 0.368042
RSquare Adj 0.351628
Root Mean Square Error 222.0689
Mean of Response 78.12358
Observations (or Sum Wgts) 80
Parameter Estimates
Term Estimate Std Error t Ratio Prob~lti
Intercept -47.49743 31.72413 -1.50 0.1384
Celebrity -226.9293 108.4419 -2.09 0.0397*
BGM (Bridge) 360.78474 53.88075 6.70 <.0001*
Table1V-12
The BGM (Bridge) is significant. From this result, we see that the
EEG is a good method to measure the effect of audio factors.
Surprisingly, the celebrity shows a negative impact. This might
be caused by the short time span and by the low level of
brightness.
13. Shiseido: Cosmetics
* Shiseido is a leading Japanese cosmetic company.
An actress swims in a pool throughout the TV commercial, which
is divided into the zoomed in part and the other part for
regression model. The catch copy appears in script as "Summer
Beauty".
. Key factors of the CM: Celebrity (zoom/other), catch copy
FiglV-13-1
EEG*
FiglV-13-2
Regression Analysis
Summary of Fit
RSquare
RSquare Adj
Root Mean Square Error
Mean of Response
Observations (or Sum Wgts)
0.714951
0.703845
139.968
-12.5143
81
Parameter Estimates
Term Estimate Std Error t Ratio ProbdtI
Intercept 47.794926 44.29715 1.08 0.2840
Celebrity Zoom up 166.39134 42.91336 3.88 0.0002*
Celebrity other -260.4478 43.94191 -5.93 <.0001*
Catch Phrase 133.2804 55.08252 2.42 0.0179*
TablelV-13
The celebrity zoom in is significant, but the other scenes are not.
Audiences might not be able to recognize the swimmer in scenes
which the celebrity is zoomed out. From the result, it can be
postulated that, if the spokesperson is a celebrity, visibility of the
main object is an important factor for measuring EEG response.
The catch phrase is also significant here. The phrase is shown in
the image of the zoomed in cerebrity. The layering of factors may
have a positive impact on EEG results.
14. ANA: Olympic Sponsorship
e ANA is the leading Japanese airline.
This TV commercial announces that ANA is a sponsor for the
Olympic game coming in 8 years. The catch phrase of the CM is
"We are waiting for the day when we can fly with your dreams".
" Key factors of the CM: Catch phrase, Brand logo
FigIV-14-1
FigIV-14-2
0 Regression
Summary of Fit
RSquare 0.273454
RSquare Adj 0.2664
Root Mean Square Error 837.5668
Mean of Response 112.6359
Observations (or Sum Wgts) 209
Parameter Estimates
Term Estimate Std Error t Ratio Prob>Iti
Intercept -253.184 71.55816 -3.54 0.0005*
Catch Phrase(Voice) 1149.2942 139.4176 8.24 <.0001*
Brand Logo 875.69351 188.7362 4.64 <.0001*
TableIV-14
In this commercial, both the catch phrase and the ANA brand
logo are significant, with the catch phrase showing a higher t
Ratio than the brand logo. This catch phrase is present only in
voice, so it may be that isolated audio stimulus increase positive
impact as measured on the EEG.
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15. Nissan Teana: Car
" Nissan is a leading global car manufacturer. Teana is its luxury
car brand. The catch phrase for this commercial is "OMOTENASI"
which means "special treatment" in Japanese. The celebrity is a
famous actor.
* Key factors of the CM: Celebrity, Product, Catch phrase,
Corporate logo
Fig1V- 15-1
FigIV-15-2
EEG
* Regression Analysis
Summary of it
RSquare 0.782502
RSquare Adj 0.771055
Root Mean Square Error 135.0891
Mean of Response 99.1568
Observations (or Sum Wgts) 81
Parameter Estimates
Term Estimate Std Error t Ratio Prob>ltI
Intercept -240.4064 25.51399 -9.42 <.0001*
Celebrity 501.88267 40.14275 12.50 <.0001*
Product 475.27369 35.2313 13.49 <.0001*
Catch Phrase 305.95138 48.93079 6.25 <.0001*
Corporate Logo 635.87302 82.06084 7.75 <.0001*
TablelV-15
All factors are significant, with the celebrity and the product
image having the highest t Ratio. The celebrity and the car
contribute to an atmosphere of high quality, and this atmosphere
is appropriate for the product category.
16. Summary
EEG data can show audience response to various kinds of marketing
factors which appear in TV commercial. EEG can detect some
responses to audio stimuli which cannot be detected by the
Pupillometer. I am able to identify some significant changes in brain
waves in response to voice, to music, to sizzling sounds, and to the
display of the corporate logo. This information is useful for
advertisers so that they can modify their commercial to be more
effective.
However, EEG might measure response to stimulus in a less vivid
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way than pupil response measures. I can find some areas what EEG
misses responses of audiences. Finally, brain waves are numerous
and complex, so it may not be meaningful to measure these responses
by a greatly simplified device.
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V. Multiple EEG
Multiple EEG allows researchers to collect data from multiple
locations on the scalp. The brain is very complicated, and the
functions of each part have been studied for many years in medical
and psychological research. Nevertheless, there are many areas in
brain which are not yet fully understood.
We advertising and marketing professionals want to understand
consumer behavior, and we hope that neuroscience can offer tools for
understanding the consumer decision-making process.
Towards this end, we expect brain research to reveal the systems of
the brain in terms of emotional responses. If we can understand
consumer emotion by detecting the responses from different part of
brain, this information can completely change the marketing
research industry.
A research study published in 2008 deals with the responses from
each part of the brain on the persuasion (Klucharev, V.; Smidts, A.;
Fernandez, G 2008). Another study examines the contribution of the
frontal lobes to language function, finding that patients with frontal
lobe damage were poorer at comprehending abstract or inferred
meanings inherent in the advertisements (Pearce,S.; McDonald,S.;
Coltheart,M 1998). Yet another study finds that the medial
orbitofrontal cortex encodes the value of goals in decision making
(Plassmann,H.; O'DohertyJ.; Rangel,A 2007).
Some recent research studies use high resolution EEG sensors, and
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have found that high resolution EEG can generate useful insights
about the particular fruition of TV messages, related to both
commercial as well as political fields (Vecchiato, G.; Astolfi, L.; De
Vico Fallani, F.; Salinari, S.; Cincotti, F.; Aloise, F.; Mattia, D.;
Marciani, M.G.; Bianchi, L.; Soranzo, R.; Babiloni, F 2009),
(Vecchiato, G.; Astolfi, L.; Tabarrini, A.; Salinari, S.; Mattia, D.;
Cincotti, F.; Bianchi, L.; Sorrentino, D.; Aloise, F.; Soranzo, R.;
Babiloni, F 2009). In looking at these research studies, I focus on
analysis that is cost efficient and easy to use for business purposes.
Most advertising industry professionals do not have specialized
understanding of brain science. I try to find feasible research
methods for marketing professionals.
"Each part of the brain has different functions. The human
brain is divided into two equal halves. Each half can be
functionally divided into four main "lobes". Each lobe is
responsible for processing different types of stimuli and
thought."
(Cited from the Sands Research website.)
http://www.sandsresearch.com/TheBrain2009.aspx
lo Frontal lobe
"The frontal lobes have been found to play a part in impulse
control, judgment, language production, working memory,
motor function, sexual behavior, socialization, and
spontaneity. The frontal lobes assist in planning, coordinating,
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controlling, and executing behavior."
0 Parietal lobe
"The parietal lobe plays important roles in integrating
sensory information from various parts of the body,
knowledge of numbers and their relations, and in the
manipulation of objects."
P Temporal lobe
"The temporal lobes deal primarily with memory functions.
The dominant temporal lobe is specialized for verbal
(word-based) memory and the names of objects. We rely upon
our non-dominant temporal lobe for our memory of visual
(non-verbal) material, such as faces, scenes, etc."
P Occipital lobe
"The visual cortex is located in the occipital lobe. The occipital
lobe is responsible for one's ability to see and interpret sight."
(Cited from the Sands Research website.)
http://www.sandsresearch.com/TheBrain2009.aspx
I analyzed the data of 30 subjects: 15 male and 15 female with ages
ranging from 21 to 59 with a mean age of 38.
The results are reported by images of the brain. The data shows the
responses from different part of the brain including frontal lobe,
parietal lobe, temporal lobes, and occipital lobe. I use diagram of
brain.
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(Brain images are cited from the website of Dr. Yutaka Sawamura.)
http://square.umin.ac.jp/sawamura/anatomys/index.htmi
1. Illustration of the lobes of the brain
i. Frontal lobe
Fig V-1- i
ii. Parietal lobe
FigV -1- ii
iii. Temporal lobes
FigV--iii
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iv. Occipital lobe
FigV-1-iv
2. KIRIN Hyoketsu
FigV -2
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The responses overall show low brain activity at the start of the
TV commercial, but strong build and large frontal response at
ending part. These responses are synchronized to music.
In this commercial, the Multiple EEG can detect clearly the
response of the frontal lobe.
3. Apple iPhone
L M
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FigV-3
In this Softbank TV commercial featuring iPhone, a strong temporal
cortex response is detected when audiences are exposed to scrolling
images, and frontal lobe response to screen and text.
EEG can distinguish these two different responses.
Towards the end of the commercial, a sharp drop-off in brain activity
occurs at the time of recurring editing of product and corporate logo.
4. Meiji Yasuda: Concert Sponsorship
M M4
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FigV-4
The Multiple EEG can identify excellent sustained response in
the right parietal lobe. Music adds to response, and frontal lobe
responds to voice. Multiple EEG can detect the frontal lobe
responses to the lyrics.
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5. ANA: Olympic Sponsorship
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FigV -5
Consistent parietal lobe responses are found throughout the TV
commercial. Music adds to response. EEG can detect the frontal
lobe response to the lyrics. Response is low by the time the
corporate logo is shown.
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FigV -6
Strong parietal response is found to segments of the
which display face, and there is also a strong parietal
the initial view of the cosmetic product.
The Multiple EEG can detect these visual stimulus.
commercial
response to
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7. Panasonic
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FigV-7
The responses to this TV commercial show a swift build-up, and
strong frontal, temporal, and parietal response. In addition, a
frontal lobe response is found when the infant image is viewed.
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EEG can detect these different responses.
8. NIKE Football
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FigV -8
All parts of brain respond to the image of "Kisses".
Strong peaks of parietal and frontal lobes occur in respond to
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complex events and the commercial climax (Shoot!). EEG can
detect these responses from different part of the brain.
9. SAPPORO
ML
LrL
H LI
FigV-9
Right temporal response is detected throughout the CM. EEG
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detects this partial response of brain.
Scene changes large aspect in overall response.
10. Earth No-Mat 200h
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FigV -10
Frontal and parietal lobes respond to voice segment "The effect
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lasts 33 days". EEG can detect these stimulus from verbal
message.
11. SONY - Blu-Ray Disc
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FigV-11
Excellent sustained response is found in parietal lobe.
Music increases brain response. In addition, frontal lobe responds
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to voice. Multiple EEG can detect these audio and verbal
messages.
12. Sodtbank
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FigV-12
For this TV commercial, overall response is low, but good synch
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appear with events. Temporal responses to the dog are observed.
The Multiple EEG can detect these visual stimuli.
13. Shiseido: Cosmetics
L ML
L L
FigV -13
Most of the brain responses seen in the Multiple EEG are to the
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music. Some responses are detected, but in this case, the overall
responses are low, so it is difficult to say that the power of
detection of EEG.
14. Jetstar Airways - Jetstar
FigV -14
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Parietal and Frontal lobes show peak responses to pricing
information (Y60,000). EEG can detect this response regarding
marketing message.
15. NISSAN TEANA
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FigV -15
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Response to Omotenashi text image and celebrity. Multiple EEG
can detect responses to both verbal message and visual stimuli.
But, it is difficult to say if Multiple EEG can distinguish these
two stimuli.
16. Coca Cola Japan - Fanta Zero Lemon
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FigV-16
Strong parietal response is found to the actress, and the response
peaks in association with the actress - not with the product
image.
Response to actual product is low. EEG can detect the responses
related to visual stimulus.
17. Summary
Multiple EEG can detect responses from several different part of
brain. This may help us see the effects of advertising on certain
emotional patterns, and then marketing researchers can analyze
this data in conjunction with empirical consumer insights to
extract some useful information from the results.
However, brain responses are so complex that researchers should
consider it carefully as a means of judging consumer emotion and
behavior.
To analyze multiple EEG data effectively, researchers should
cooperate with brain scientists to understand the emotional and
cognitive responses as accurately as possible.
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VI. Other methods
1. Galvanic Skin Response (GSR)
GSR measures electric signals in the skin to try to detect
emotional responses manifested by perspiration.
This technology has a long history especially in polygraph use, so
the technology has been developed through many years.
In terms of advertising research, however, GSR data is so noisy
that it is difficult to detect specific responses which can be clearly
correlated to marketing messages. GSR may detect mainly
physical responses, breath or heart rates.
If we utilize time series analysis, and these data converted into
moving averaged data, the resulting data might tend to be very
flat, because TV commercials generally last only 15 to 60 seconds.
GSR might not be suited for advertising research.
i. Example 1: Honda
so II I, A i II, IS 41 45 IS I 1 I 61 1 1 I I I S 00 111A IS$ 111 114 1 US S M PA 344 14 *1
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ii. Example 2: KAO TOP
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iii. Example 3: Uniqlo
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2. Facial Expression
Facial expression detection technology has been developed
especially in the digital camera industry. The most scientific
application of this technology is to identify smile, but recent
technology also attempts to detect other facial expressions such
as interest, agreement, concentration, disagreement, thinking,
and unsure. These facial expressions are vividly reflects human
emotions, so this technology is useful for detecting emotional
response for products.
However, facial expression depends hugely on cultural context. In
this study, Japanese people rarely change their facial expression
during watching TV commercial. In this case, facial expression
data is not suitable for the evaluation methods of advertising.
i. Example 1: JR EAST
intrsted
concentreing
--- "aerem
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ii. Example 2: Nissan Note
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VII. Conclusion.
The analysis of these biosensors shows that each has pros and cons
as a tool for marketing research.
Pupil response data and EEG data are useful when the researcher
needs quantitative results. Regression models can show the
effectiveness of each marketing factor. These data could be applicable
for most advertisers who seek evidence of marketing ROI.
Pupil response data is preferable when a researcher needs to
measure audience response to purely visual factors such as product,
or corporate logo. EEG data, on the other hand, is useful when a
researcher wants to know the effects of audio factors such as voice,
music, sizzling sounds, and sound logo. In the analysis of EEG, a
researcher should be aware that there is relatively less volatility in
EEG than pupil response so the results are not as finely grained.
Eye tracking and Multiple EEG data could be useful for creative
planners. These data can give us intuitive information on advertising
effects.
Eye tracking gives us more direct information about consumer
response than multiple EEG does. Most creative planners can tell
from eye tracking data how they should modify their CMs to be more
effective.
Multiple EEG needs an experienced analyst to interpret the results,
because it requires a high level of knowledge of brain science to
understand the function of the different parts of brain. If creative
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planners work with good brain scientists, multiple EEG could be a
very powerful tool to understand consumer responses and behavior.
The other methods GSR and Facial Expression are not currently
suitable for advertising research. However, these technologies might
be useful for other marketing research such as taste test, product
placement ads, or web usability tests. These tests require a relatively
longer measurement time than TV commercials allow. Marketing
researchers need more study to judge the feasibility of these methods.
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